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There’s no denying the fact that the face 

of industry is rapidly changing. Today, every 

single business, tech-based or not, is dependent 

on IT. And almost on a daily basis, new and exciting 

disruptive technologies are accelerating this change, 

making it imperative for today’s companies to “adapt or die.” 

Today’s typical workplace has e-mail, calendaring, instant messaging, video conferencing and telephony, with mobile devices 

introducing a multitude of platforms on which these services are consumed, with variables such as versioning, collaboration, 

intellectual property, security and compliance. Then add the fact that these technologies stretch to home, office, cars and hotel 

rooms around the world, and it becomes clear that to succeed in today’s business environment, there is more need than ever 

for a secure, seamless, co-ordinated, end-to-end workplace management solution.
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PRODUCTIVE WORKPLACE. 

It has become common practice for staff to work from a host of different 

devices, many of which are not owned by the company and most are for both 

business and personal use. This creates challenges with security, governance, 

management and service provisioning.   

Netsurit’s Secure Productive Workplace is an all-encompassing solution that 

ensures security, fosters collaboration and drives improved productivity all 

while reducing IT costs. Using a cost-effective phased implementation, the 

adoption of Netsurit’s Secure Productive Workspace will radically improve your 

business outcomes with minimum risk and virtually no disruption, at a price that 

suits your aspirations, and your budget. 

Harnessing the power of Microsoft 365, which consists of the latest Microsoft 

Office 365, Enterprise Mobility + Security (EMS) and Windows 10 Enterprise, 

our team of industry experts will formulate a plan that is perfect for your 

particular organization. One that provides the latest innovations in enterprise 

security, management, collaboration and business analytics, implemented and 

maintained by us and backed by world-class service.
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YOU NEED NETSURIT’S SECURE, 
PRODUCTIVE WORKPLACE WHEN:

SUCCESS STORY:

Challenge:  
A major automotive retailer needed to replace legacy 
infrastructure while digitally transforming their business to 
enable higher user productivity and collaboration between 
staff. The protection of corporate data against evolving 
threats was a key concern as well as the ability to keep 
their environment up to date with the latest functionality 
whilst reducing management overheads.

Solution:  
We implemented Microsoft 365, including Office 365, 
Enterprise Mobility + Security (EMS) and Windows 10 
Enterprise using a phased implementation approach. This 
resulted in improved staff productivity and innovation, 
secure access of data in transit and an always-on reliable 
platform on which to move forward.

THE  NETSURIT DIFFERENCE.

At Netsurit, our mantra is “supporting the dreams 
of doers.” We see technology as the tool every 
businessperson relies on each day to achieve their 
goals. We believe that we are providers of an ecosystem 
that helps our partners, our customers and our own 
teams actualize their full potential.

At the end of the day, you can choose a vendor to keep 
your computers and servers running, or you can choose 
a partner like Netsurit who believes in harnessing the full 
potential of   technology to further your ambitions and 
realize your dreams.  

Our managed IT services have been developed to 
guarantee your IT investment runs smoothly at all times, 
so you can focus on your core business. Talk to our 
dedicated experts, and let them show you how to create 
a secure, productive workplace, you’ve only previously 
dreamed of.

For more information contact our professional services 

department at

Your on-premise infrastructure and legacy platforms 
have become obsolete. 

You need to improve internal productivity and collaboration

You want to lower licensing and IT operations costs.

You want improved security of data and services

You need improved compliance with governance requirements

You want to prevent leakage of confidential business information

You have purchased Microsoft 365 and/or Office 365 and are not reaping the full 
benefits of their functionalities.

solutions@netsurit.com


